Curriculum

Core Curriculum

- Current Core Curriculum

Curriculum Reports*

- February 2006 Curriculum Report (Effective Fall 2006)
- May 2006 Curriculum Report (Effective Fall 2007)
- February 2007 Curriculum Report (Effective Fall 2007)
- May 2007 Curriculum Report (Effective Fall 2008)
- February 2008 Curriculum Report (Effective Fall 2008)
- May 2008 Curriculum Report (Coming Soon)

*The status of new degree program requests may be checked online at the "New Program and Administrative Request Status" link provided below.

Degree Inventory

- 05-06 Degree Inventory
- 06-07 Degree Inventory
- 07-08 Degree Inventory
- 08-09 Degree Inventory
- 05-06 Degree Inventory Summary
- 06-07 Degree Inventory Summary
- 07-08 Degree Inventory Summary
- 08-09 Degree Inventory Summary

Additional Degree Information

- Degrees Offered
- New Program and Administrative Request Status (THECB)
- SHSU's Table of Programs (THECB)